
                                                                                                                                                        

  Waikanae Camera Club Competitions                      Entry form

  Photographer’s name                                 Grade:          (Colour prints)

      Grade:          (Slides)

Set subject       Grade:          (Monochrome)
                                    

       Date:

Titles of photographs entered Type* Set/Open
Subject

*Colour print, monochrome or slide (Maximum 2 per type_

CONTACTS
  
  President:Clive Baker
   caebaker@ihug.co.nz                     904 9369

  Secretary: Marshall Marsden
  mdmarsden@paradise.net.nz  905 1418
  
  Treasurer: to be appointed

  Competition
  Secretary:Jenny Cochran     905 4510

   
  Newsletter:Tim Abbott
   barbara.tim@paradise.net.nz    904 7688

  The Waikanae Camera Club
  PO Box 222, Waikanae
  or visit our website:

   www.waikanaecameraclub.com
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Summer,Oriental Parade - Tim Abbott

Opening shot

Here’s a timeless photo from 20 years ago, suitable for the season and rescued from a
pile of old negs. Sifting through the treasures from that time I’ve been wondering 
whether the massive switch to digital will keep all our yesterdays retrievable, let 
alone safe. I am used to film,comfortable with its longevity and the ability to 
withstand benign neglect, which is more than can be said for CDs. But with the 
recent near-failures of iconic firms, I fear for film’s future and so have a bridge 
between the two worlds, a first-class scanner.  Happy, and lasting, memories this 
Christmas.

The editor 1



At  this time the committee is working on 

the programme for next year.
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From the President

As you can see on page 4, we have already scheduled some events.

The response to the questionnaire which you completed at the AGM, unscientific 
as it was, indicated that the membership was generally happy with the direction of 
the club. The mix of competitions, speakers, and workshops seemed to be what 
members want. The problem for the committee is to provide charismatic judges 
and eloquent speakers to further the club aim of fostering photography.

One possibility is to increase the number of club outings and workshops. To get 
the best out of these activities it is proposed that time be allocated for a follow up 
session when the results can be discussed. This kind of positive feedback should 
be useful.
 
Again a priority will be to increase the membership of the club. One way which 
we should explore is to make the club more user friendly to inexperienced 
photographers. Our competitions can be daunting for somebody who wants to 
improve their photographic skills. The need for an enlargement properly mounted 
is expensive.  I was recently asked to judge a competition for the Levin club 
where the entries were 6 x 4 prints. It is something we can consider.

Under Peter Ellis’ stewardship, the club magazine has been a useful and 
interesting source of information and I am sure that Tim Abbott will be able to 
carry on that standard. But he needs our support so I am sure that any ideas or 
articles you can supply to him will be welcome. Otherwise I might have to write 
something myself?

I look forward to receiving your support. 

                 Clive 

The new team elected at the October agm:

President: Clive Baker. Vice President: Peter Ellis
Patron: Bill Harris. Secretary: Marshall Marsden.
Treasurer: To be appointed. Auditor: Scott Stevenson.
Competitions Secretary: Jenny Cochran. 
Newsletter Editor: Tim Abbott . 
Committee: Jenny Cochran, Mike Martin, Simon Forsyth, Bill 
Harris.

You almost expect to see little old ladies of the Empire taking their afternoon tea here. 
Instead, the slightly surreal dining room at theWhite Swan,Greytown is more likely to 
be the haunt of policy wonks from Wellington enjoying a trendy weekend in the 
Wairarapa. Lunch rating *** Photo: Tim Abbott 2005. 

Encouraging  our youngsters
From Alistair McAuslan, PSNZ

Teenagers reveal a different world through their 
images - often surprisingly perceptive and political 
and sometimes designed to shock. Their creativity 
is not always bounded by the artistic and technical 
rules we use as guides for excellence in our club 
work. 

Their influences come from the teenage culture, 
their friends and an innocence that has yet to accept 
the hypocrisies, strictures and falsehoods of the 
adult world. You might not like it – you might not 
understand it – but student photography can be very 
dynamic and catch your attention and should be 
valued. 
 

Shows to see
Photographer and curator 
Janet Bayly has put together 
a book on the family pix of 
the late John Pascoe. 
“Songs of Innocence, an 
intimate photo collection of 
family life in the 1940s & 
50s will be at the Mahara 
Gallery, Waikanae from Dec 
17.
 

“Capture Moments” by Mike 
Harper. Odlin Gallery, cnr 
Myrtle and Huia Sts, Lower 
Hutt. Till Nov 13.
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Start planning for these challenges

The group planning competitions for next year have tentatively set these dates.

February 14  - Opening night. “Restoration of Old Photographs”
Entries for Competition “Recent”. Pictures taken during the 
last year.

February 28 Competition: “Recent”

March 28 Competition: “Abstract”

April 25 Competition: “Glass”

June 27 Competition: “Kapiti with a Difference”*

July 25 Competition: “Action/Movement*

August 22 Competition: “Interiors”*

Because the steering group felt that those topics with an asterisk needed more 
definition, there will be guide notes for entrants and the judges.

Smooth show - and scary

Following the AGM, Simon Forsyth gave his long-
awaited talk on his trip to Hong Kong and China. Short, 
intense trips like his make a strong case for shooting lots 
of digital images rather than costly film. And a digital 
presentation beats slides hands down when it comes to a 
seamless show. 

Those of us who haven’t been to Hong Kong certainly got 
an eyeful of massed sky towers and compressed living. 
The show gave a real flavour of narrow streets, weird food 
stalls and some pretty basic conditions of domesticity.

The Great Wall of China is, well, The Great Wall - a 
symbol of ruthless endeavour and obviously a pictorial 
highlight for Simon. But his observations on traffic in 
Beijing were scary. 40% of the city’s population have cars 
with 1000 more of vehicles (ironically mainly European 
models) being added every day. No wonder there’s a 
looming oil crisis. 

 Rex is back
After a harrowing time 
having a hip repair, Rex 
Morgan is back with us 
in more or less working 
order. Rex reports that 
treatment in our 
region’s public 
hospitals is patchy to 
say the least. Pretty 
much what we have 
been led to expect.

Tea Roster 
8 Nov Cedric Harris
(milk) Bill Harris (bis)
22 Nov Dot Horne 
(milk) Shona Jaray (bis)
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Courtenay Place, Wellington. Pinhole camera photo by Shona Jaray.

Of pinholes and pixels

Shona Jaray recently took an eight-week photography 
course at Photospace Gallery in courtenay Place. Some 
of the results of her efforts were shown to the digital 
group on November 1. 

One would have to say that for the $150 fee, Shona got 
a pretty good deal, including a supply of slide film and 
a one-day andvanced course on Photoshop. The course 
was designed for realtive newcomers to photography and 
included sessions on landscape, slides, portraiture, 
evening shots with slide film, studio lighting and 
darkroom.

You can see her exciting little creation above, made with 
a pinhole camera derived from a tin. It’s not that easy; a 
fair bit of fiddle is required to calculate the size of the 
pinhole required and the correct exposure. Then, in the 
darkroom - or a lighttight bag - you’ve got to fix a strip 
of photographic paper around the inside of the tin to 
record the image.

Now, hold your breath. This, and a series of other 
images was taken at f300 for about 40 secs. Obviously, 
the contraption has to be supported and Shona says the 
strange sight of students doing funny things with cans 
attracted the attention of the cops. Enter it for the next 
Venice biennial, Shona.

 
In stitches  

In addition to Shona’s 
show,the digital group 
looked at the stitching 
together of panoramic 
images. 

The next meeting will 

be on Feb, 7 at 

7.30pm, 395 Te Moana 
Road, Waikana.  

Please email Peter Ellis 
( HYPERLINK 
"mailto:peter.ellis@para
dise.net.nz" 
peter.ellis@paradise.ne

t.nz) with your ideas.  

As a starter, we plan to 
cover some of the many 
applications of layer 
blending modes found 
in most of the better 
known image 
processing packages.
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     A useful freebie download 

                                                         

Members’ achievments

36th Salon of Photography, Dunedin 2005

Jenny Cochran

5 Acceptances

Photojournalism Prints: “Just Hanging Out “

Open slides “ Aquilegia Abstract”

“Soaring”

“Redtrance”

Photojournalism Slides: “Kidstop”

William Harris

5 Acceptances

Open Prints: “Poppies”

“Split Calyx”

Photojurnalism Prints: “Those Boots are for Walking”

“House Fire - Pukerua Bay”

Open Slides: “Poppies in a Vase”
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PSNZ Honours:   Changes to Bylaws 

Two changes have been made to Bylaw 10 that governs the PSNZ Honours Awards. 
 
1. Qualification for Honours: 
- An applicant can make only one application in one year, and may not apply for any 
level of distinction already held. 
- For the purposes of this bylaw, slides means conventional analogue slides. 
 
2. Slide Shows and Audio-visuals. 
- replace the words sound slides with “audio visual” 
- replace the words slides with projected images. 
These changes are designed to bring the rules up to date to allow for digitally produced 
slide shows and A/Vs  

BWorks

This is designed to make it easy to produce a range of different types of 
monochrome images from colour digital photos.
Source: www.mediachance.com

How it works:
When you open the program you are presented with a very simple interface.  You 
load an file which appears in the left hand panel. As you choose various types of 
black and white styles the altered image is previewed in the right hand panel. You 
can enlarge the preview image to check for the effect on details of your image. 
Finally you save the monochrome version you prefer.  Some of the choices include 
“heavy sky”. These are processed to avoid or minimise the moire problems which 
can occur with jpeg images when they have large areas of even tone.The 
monochrome effects you can choose from are:
Normal Normal on type C paper (usually has more contrast) Heavy Sky
Very Heavy Sky Dramatic Light High Contrast Sepia normal Sepia heavy 
sky Sepia drama Burned (Gives orange tones)
Cool normal Duotone normal Duotone heavy sky inverse 
duotone normal inverse duotone heavy sky   Noisy

Good points:
* The simple intuitive interface
* You can further refine the effect later in Photoshop, Paint Shop Pro, etc. 
The duotone effect is very good I find it useful to tone it down a little later using a 
Hue/Saturation/Lightness adjustment layer.

Not-So-Good Points
* It is not a plug in for Photoshop, etc, - only for Mediachance programs.
* It works with a limited range of file formats. BMP, JPEG and TIFF are 
the ones you are most likely to use.

Assessed 

by Hugh Scott
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Very heavy 

sky 

option


